
INTRODUCTION

Welcome to this study of the book of Revelation. Many people consider Revelation to be one
of  the  most  fascinating  books  ever  written.  It  contains  symbols  and  figures  that  strain  our
imagination  to  even  visualize  their  appearance.  Many  people  read  the  book  with  great
amazement and curiosity without any understanding of what the symbols represent. Others spend
a great deal of time attempting to solve the meanings of these great visions. Since Revelation is
so fascinating, many use it to attract listeners by applying all types of speculative meanings to
these symbols. Many times these explanations associate the symbols in Revelation with specific
events that are taking place in our world today. These interpretations can be very intriguing to
people because they seemingly explain many of the events and conflicts presently taking place in
our world. Some interpreters even predict impending doom and destruction of this world, which
plays on the emotions of people. Because of this many people are, unfortunately,  attracted to
these interpretations and accept them without reservations. 

It is our conviction that the only way to understand these visions is by deriving the meanings
of  the  symbols  from Scripture.  This  defeats  the  idea  that  we  may  arbitrarily  apply  certain
symbols in Revelation to specific events taking place in our world today. We must have a basis
for interpretation, and that basis is the Word of God. We must search the Scripture for definitions
of these symbols. The only way this can be accomplished is by accepting all Scripture as the
perfect and infallible Word of God. If we allow God to speak to us through his Word and accept
it totally without doubting, the book of Revelation will literally come alive. It is the crowning
touch to the Word of God. It brings together God's plan for man from the Garden to Eden to this
present Christian dispensation. 

Since the Bible is sole foundation upon which we will build this interpretation of Revelation,
there are some Biblical concepts that we must first understand. One of the most fundamental of
these concepts is understanding that the Bible is written by using physical and spiritual contrasts
and comparisons. We live in a physical world and are bound by the physical laws that keep this
world intact. Therefore, it is sometimes very difficult for us to think in terms of things that are
spiritual  in  nature.  However,  Jn.  4:24  tells  us  that  God  is  a  spirit.  Therefore,  those  things
pertaining to God are spiritual. As human beings, we recognize that we have a physical body and
a spiritual soul. We understand our physical bodies and the physical things around us because we
can recognize them through the use of our five senses. However, this is not the case with things
that are spiritual. We cannot see, hear, smell, feel, or touch anything that is spiritual. Therefore,
in  order  for  us  to  comprehend  things  that  are  spiritual,  God must  provide  a  way for  us  to
understand these  matters.  He accomplished  this  by using  physical  things  that  we know and
understand  to  illustrate  things  that  are  spiritual  in  nature.  This  concept  will  be  referred  to
throughout this book as physical/spiritual comparisons and contrasts. 

Possibly  the  verse  in  the  Bible  that  is  most  helpful  in  understanding  physical/spiritual
contrasts and comparisons is 2Co 4:18 which states, “while we do not look at the things which
are seen, but at the things which are not seen. For the things which are seen are temporary, but
the things which are not seen are eternal.”

This verse is telling us not to put our hope in things that are material. Instead, we are to trust
in things that are spiritual. The verse then explains that things which are material are temporary.
They only last for a little while. However, things that are spiritual are eternal. Spiritual things are
things we cannot see with our material eyes. Therefore, in order for us to understand spiritual
things,  they  must  be  described  by  using  material  things  we  can  see  and  understand.  In
Revelation, we must look for the spiritual meanings of the physical objects in the visions.

One of the first items that most of us would recognize as an example of a physical/spiritual



comparison is how the physical tabernacle built by Moses is a comparison to the spiritual church
of today. As the people of Israel were camped around Mt. Siani, God commanded Moses to build
a tabernacle and gave him specific measurements to follow in its construction. This tabernacle is
used  several  times  in  the  book  of  Hebrews  as  a  comparison  of  the  church.  Therefore,  the
tabernacle  was  a  physical  representation  of  the  spiritual  church  of  this  present  Christian
dispensation. Many people, places and events in the Old Testament serve as physical examples
of things that take place in this Christian age. By using these various Old Testament examples,
we will be able to understand the spiritual aspect of the visions of Revelation.

Revelation is written in the form of apocalyptic literature, which makes use of symbols and
figures to express spiritual concepts. God gave these symbols to the apostle John to be written
down for our study and understanding. We know these symbols are understandable because 22:9
says  that  we  can  “keep  the  sayings  of  this  book,”  and  22:14  says  that  those  who  “do  his
commandments” will be blessed. Certainly, God will not promise to bless us with sayings that
cannot be understood.

Because the meanings of these symbols are so misunderstood, Revelation is becoming widely
used in  the  “Christian  world”  today as  the  basis  for  beliefs  that  are  totally  contrary  to  the
teachings of the New Testament. There are almost as many theories about the meanings of these
symbols as there are writers who attempt to interpret them. There are premillennial  theories;
postmillennial theories; amillennial theories, and a host of individual interpretations within each
of these. With so many different interpretations of the book, a great deal of confusion surrounds
it, so much so that many people avoid studying it altogether.

Many who seek to  interpret  the book give  the  symbols  such fanciful  meanings  that  they
cannot possibly have any scriptural foundation. It is impossible to interpret Revelation correctly
without first having a proper understanding of the New Testament and God’s plan of salvation
for man. Revelation is inspired by God, and we must treat it accordingly. We must not arbitrarily
apply meanings to these symbols without Biblical or historical authority.

This  book  is  not  intended  to  be  a  comparison  or  refutation  of  the  many  different
interpretations of Revelation being proposed today. It is an attempt to derive the meaning of the
symbols used in Revelation by examining how they are used throughout the Bible. This gives us
a Bible based definition of the symbols in Revelation. Contrary to what many believe, a thorough
knowledge of the history of the destruction of Jerusalem or Rome is not necessary in order to
interpret Revelation.  This is not to say that a little basic knowledge of history would not be
helpful; however, the amount of historical knowledge needed is very small. The Bible is virtually
the  only book needed in order  to  understand Revelation.  By approaching Revelation  in  this
manner, we believe we can come to a very Biblically based interpretation, which can readily be
accepted by those who hold God's Word to be the truth. 

Since this interpretation of Revelation is based solely on the Bible, we believe it deserves
careful consideration. It is our conviction that these interpretations will serve to strengthen our
faith  and knowledge of God’s Word.  We hope to  provide an understanding that  will  enable
Christians to combat those who challenge our beliefs with many unbelievable interpretations. We
should not expect to convince the world of these interpretations because the world does not have
the  same  respect  and  admiration  for  God's  Word  that  Christians  have.  However,  these
interpretations should strengthen our faith by giving us a better understanding of God’s Word.

Many people believe that we cannot arrive at the true meanings of Revelation; however, we
must remember that the term “revelation” means to reveal, not to conceal.  God has revealed
many things to us in this great book. We must not let them remain hidden by leaving its covers
closed. The lessons contained in Revelation are hidden from many people, but not because God
desires this to be so. They are hidden because of man’s own misunderstanding of Scripture. (See
2Cor. 4:3)



This presents a major problem for Christians who desire to study Revelation. Many people
who have written books interpreting Revelation do not have the correct understanding of the
New Testament. Also, many writers who are correct in their beliefs concerning the Scriptures are
greatly influenced by those who are not. This is understandable because in our attempts to learn
more about God’s Word, we read and study the materials that we have available. Therefore, we
have  a  situation  in  which  most  of  the  literature  available  concerning  Revelation  is  written
without using the Bible as a basis for determining the meaning of these symbols. Without using
Biblical definitions of these symbols, it is impossible to arrive at their correct meanings. We will
strive to use the Bible as the basis of all interpretations.

The King James Version was chosen as the text in this book. In passages where there is some
question concerning the translation, the American Standard Version will also be quoted.

METHOD OF INTERPRETATION

Several different methods are used to interpret Revelation. Four of the most widely accepted
are: (1) futurist, (2) preterist, (3) historicist, and (4) philosophy of history. It is not within the
scope of this book to explain these different methods of interpretation. For further information,
two good sources  are:  (1)  James  Burton Coffman.  Commentary  on Revelation1 and (2)  Ray
Summers,  Worthy Is the Lamb.2  A fifth method is the parallelist. Coffman uses this method as
does William Hendriksen in his book,  More Than Conquerors.3 About the parallelist method
Coffman states, “As yet, this is not a widely recognized ‘school’ of interpretation,”4 but it will be
“far more widely received in the future than at present.”5 This is the method of interpretation we
will follow. 

The parallelist method divides Revelation into separate and distinct visions covering the entire
Christian age from the first coming of Christ until Judgment. Each vision, though it covers the
same period of time, has a separate meaning from all other visions. Each vision will describe
different events, both physical and spiritual, that take place during this present Christian age. It is
important to understand this parallelist method because it vastly differs from the methods that
have been used for years. Many of the writers of recent times have used the historicist method. It
basically  says  that  the  events  described in  Revelation  have  already been fulfilled  by certain
events that have occurred in past history. In contrast, those using the parallelist method say that
the book is being fulfilled continually throughout the entire  Christian age.  According to this
method, the visions describe general principles that have application for all Christians of all ages
and do not necessarily represent some specific event that has already occurred or will take place
in the future. We believe that it is not only possible for God to write a prophecy covering the
entire Gospel age, but that is exactly what he did.

By using this method of interpretation, we will undertake to show that the book of Revelation
was written to Christians of all  ages. We believe that Revelation has the same meanings for
Christians today as it did for Christians in the time of the apostle John. We realize that Christians
at  the  time  of  the  writing  of  Revelation  may  have  had  tremendous  advantages  over  us  in
understanding the book because: (1) They were near to the time of Christ; (2) They may have
still possessed special gifts from God; (3) They were also familiar with the Hebrew language and
its usage of symbols and numbers. If Revelation does apply to Christians today as it did to those
in  the  first  century,  that  makes  it  even  more  important  that  we  study  and  understand  this
marvelous book.



SYMBOLISM

Realizing that Revelation is a book of symbols is an important concept to understand before
entering into our study. These symbols must not be taken literally but should be thought of as a
description of events that God is revealing to us. Most writers who interpret Revelation apply
figurative meanings to at least some of the symbols; others interpret them literally. We must keep
in mind that these symbols are figurative in nature, and we must search the Scriptures to find
their correct meanings. We must take care to have a biblical reason for the meaning of these
symbols and not arbitrarily apply any meaning we might  like in order to make them fit our
interpretation.

Revelation is difficult to study verse by verse because many times the meaning of a symbol
used in one passage may have to be derived from a passage not yet  studied.  There are also
symbols that may be best understood by collectively studying all passages dealing with them.
For  these  reasons,  we are  including  in  this  introduction  the  meanings  of  some  of  the  most
important symbols. We will not attempt to give reasons for arriving at these particular meanings
in this introduction because they will be discussed in detail in the text. It will be helpful to study
these definitions along with the passages in which they are used before entering into a verse by
verse study of the book.

Another  important  concept  to  understand concerning these symbols  is  that  more  than  one
symbol may be used to describe the same thing. Just as we might describe an item by giving its
size, color, and shape, several symbols may be used to describe the same force operating in this
world. Each symbol is used to identify different characteristics of that which is being described.
For example, Jesus is described as both a lamb and lion. Each of these symbols describe certain
characteristics of our Lord.

Some of the major symbols along with reference passages, definitions, and definition passages
when applicable are given below.

Symbol Reference Passage Definition       Definition Passage

Babylon the     18:2, 10; 18:3 Religious powers 1Chron. 9:1
great that control the

lives of many people

Beast out of 11:7; 13:11; Religious powers Dan. 7;
the earth 17:8, 11; 13:15 that control the lives 

of many people
upon the earth 

Beast out of 13:1; 17:8, 11 Civil governments Dan. 7
the sea which rule this

world

Bride 21:9 The church Rom 7:4

False prophet 16:13; Religious powers 2Pet. 2:1
19:20; which practice false
20:10 teachings

First 20:5 Spiritual resurrec- Eph. 2:5-6
resurrection tion; Baptism



Great city 11:8; 17:18; People who worship 17:2, 18
18:10 God but not according

to the teachings of the
Bible; The apostate
church

Holy city, Holy 21:2,10; The church Heb. 12:22-23
Jerusalem, 22:19
New Jerusalem

Lamb 5:6,12 Christ Jn. 1:29

Mountains 6:14; 8:8; Great governmental Amos 4:1
17:9 powers which rule

this world

Overcome 1; 2; 21:7 Obedience to gospel 1Jn. 5:4, 5
Second death 20:14; 21:8 Spiritual death; 21:8

Destruction in hell

Sun, moon, 6:12,13; Lights of the world; (See comments
and stars 8:12; 12:4 Those forces which on 6:12.)

direct the physical
and spiritual lives
of people

Temple 11:1, 19; The church; The 1Cor. 3:16;
15:8 dwelling place of 2Cor. 6:16

God

White robes 3:4,18; 7:9,14 The righteousness 19:8
of saints

1/4 part of 6:8 The physical part of (See comments
man man’s being on 6:8.)

1/3 part of 8; 9; 12:4 The spiritual part of (See introduction
man man’s being to the series of 

seven trumpets.)

1000 years 20:4, 6 The Christian dis- (See comments
pensation; The  on introduction
gospel age to chapter 20.)



NUMEROLOGY

To correctly interpret Revelation, it is also important to understand how numbers are used in the
book. They, like symbols, have figurative meanings instead of literal numerical values. Most of
the numbers are used as a description of something rather than a literal number. For example, the
number “144,000” is used to represent the entire redeemed from the earth, not a literal “144,000”
people. The Christians of the first century probably had a better understanding of these numbers
than we have some two thousand years later, but we can determine the use of many of these
numbers by studying how they were used in the Hebrew language. Summers states, “In that early
day, when language was primitive and the vocabulary meager, one Hebrew word sometimes was
compelled to do duty for a score of diverse meanings. Under such conditions men came naturally
to use numbers as we use words.”6  Numbers came to have a certain descriptive meaning just as
words do. This can easily be illustrated by looking at how the number 7 is used symbolically in
Scripture. Mat 18:21-22 says, “Then came Peter to him, and said, Lord, how oft shall my brother
sin against me, and I forgive him? till seven times? Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee,
Until seven times: but, Until seventy times seven.” We also understand that Jesus did not intend
for  us  to  keep count  to  490 times.  The number  7  is  being  used  in  a  figurative  manner.  It
symbolizes complete forgiveness. We are to forgive as many times as necessary. We do this with
numbers to a certain extent in our language today. For example, we tend to associate the number
“13” with being unlucky. The following is a brief explanation of some of the numbers used in
Revelation. Others will be discussed later as they appear in the text. (For further information,
Summers has an excellent section on numerology.)

Number Definition

1 Unity or the ability to stand alone. God is 1.

2 Strength or courage. 2 are stronger than 1. The disciples of 
Jesus went out by 2’s.

3 Deity. The divine or spiritual number. The Godhead
is 3-fold in nature: God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit.

4 This physical world in which we live. The 4 winds and 4 
corners of the earth are frequently used. There are also 4 
directions of the earth: north, south, east, and west

`
7 Perfection. A sacred number; the perfect divine

number, “3,” plus the perfect number of this physical
world, “4,” equals “7” or total perfection.

10 Completeness. If a person has all 10 fingers and toes,
he is humanly complete. The number “5” is used in
connection with this to mean half complete or more
specifically, incomplete or short of perfection.

1000 10 x 10 x 10 Ultimate completeness.

12 Organized religion. There were 12 tribes of Israel and
 apostles. These represent the two laws which God

gave man to follow.



6 Evil. This number falls short of the perfect number,
“7.” It carries with it the idea of impending doom or
destruction.

3½ A time of despair or confusion. This number is expressed 
several ways such as: time, times, and half a
time; 1260 days; and 42 months.

144,000 The entire redeemed from the earth; all God’s people
of all ages.

IMPORTANCE OF PROPHECY

One other very important point that must be made before entering into our study deals with
Old Testament prophecy.  Many in the religious world attempt to connect  the Old Testament
prophecies with the prophecies in Revelation. There can be no doubt that they are connected but
not  in  the  way they  are  commonly  used.  We must  keep  firmly  in  our  minds  that  the  Old
Testament prophets prophesied of events concerning the nation of Israel up to and including the
first coming of Christ and the establishment of the church. The prophecies in Revelation are
prophecies concerning the church during this Christian age. The prophecies in the Old Testament
and those in Revelation deal with two different periods of time. We must not apply the Old
Testament prophecies to the second coming of Christ. The obvious question at this time would
be: How are they related? They are related in an extraordinary way. This is extremely important
in understanding Revelation! The same symbolic language used by the Old Testament prophets
to describe the church that was in the future to them is used in Revelation to show that we have
received that which was promised. One very easy example of this is found in Isa. 60:11 and Rev.
21:24-25. Isa. 60:11 states:

Therefore thy gates shall be open continually; they shall not be shut day nor night;
that men may bring unto thee the forces of the Gentiles, and that their kings may 
be brought. 

This prophecy was made by the prophet Isaiah and concerned the coming of the church when
Christ came to earth the first time. It spoke of a time to come when the gates of the church would
be open continually. This was in contrast to Old Testament times when the gates of the cities
were closed at night to protect them from their enemies. It also states that the Gentiles would
come into this city and even their kings could enter.  We know this must be speaking of the
church because Jesus made a way for the Gentiles to come to him. They were not a part of the
nation of Israel; however, they are a part of the church today.

Then we read in Rev. 21:24-25:
Rev 21:24  And the nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light of it: 
and the kings of the earth do bring their glory and honour into it. 
Rev 21:25  And the gates of it shall not be shut at all by day: for there shall be no 
night there. 

These verses are telling us that we now have that which was prophesied by the prophet Isaiah.
The saved from all nations walk in the light of the church today. The kings of the earth can bring
their glory and honor into the church today by obeying the gospel and becoming members of



God's church. The gates of the church are never closed. Anyone may come into it at any time by
obeying God's Word. More information on these verses can be found in the comments made on
Rev. 21:24-25. 

This should help in understanding the relationship of the prophecies in the Old Testament to
the prophecies  in Revelation.  Many prophecies can be used in this  manner  to determine the
meanings of symbols used in Revelation. This will be a very important concept in the study to
follow.

DATE OF WRITING

Of all  the questions we are asked concerning Revelation,  the one we most  often hear  is;
“When  do  you  believe  the  book  was  written?”  Because  of  that,  we  feel  the  necessity  of
addressing this issue. There are only two things we know with certainty about the time of the
writing of Revelation: 1) It was written sometime during the latter part of the life of the apostle
John, and 2) We do not know the exact date. Anything beyond that is conjecture on the part of
those attempting  to determine  the exact  date.  This  is  not to say that  sometime in the future
someone might find additional information that would be helpful in determining the correct date
of writing. However, for now, we do not have enough information to determine the exact date. 

We would also like to address reasons why we believe we are so often asked this question.
Within  the  church  today,  there  are  two major  beliefs  concerning  how Revelation  should  be
interpreted. First, many believe that Revelation was fulfilled during the time of the destruction of
Jerusalem in A.D. 70. For those who hold this belief, it is imperative that the book was written
prior to that destruction. They claim that Revelation was written sometime around A.D. 68. The
other group believes that several visions in Revelation find their fulfillment in events leading up
to and including the fall of the Roman Empire in A.D. 476. Those people believe that Revelation
was written around A.D. 95, during the rule of the Emperor Domitian. Therefore, there are two
groups with competing ideas concerning the method of interpreting Revelation, and the date of
writing is important to each of these proposed interpretations. Therefore, in our opinion, in most
cases when someone asks you, “When do you believe the book was written?” they are simply
asking, “Which method of interpretation do you prefer?” Since we do not consider either of these
interpretations to be correct, we simply do not prefer either date. Therefore, we consider the best
answer to the question concerning the date of writing to be: Revelation was written sometime
during the latter part of the life of the apostle John. This would have most likely been sometime
during the late 80's or early 90's.

As  you  begin  to  read  and study the  interpretation  presented  in  this  book,  you  will  soon
understand that the date of writing has absolutely no effect on the interpretation. It could have
been written as early as the 60's or as late as the 90's. Regardless of the exact date the apostle
John pinned Revelation,  the message remains  the same.  It  is  our hope that  sometime in the
future, there will be no need for debating the date of writing.



BIBLICAL PATTERN

Revelation  is  the  crowning touch of  symbolism used throughout  the  Scriptures.  It  brings
together many symbols used in both the Old Testament and New Testament, and develops a
tremendous cohesiveness of all symbolic language throughout the Bible. Before beginning our
verse by verse study of the text, a discussion of how to study and determine the meanings of
these  symbols  is  in  order.  Let  us  begin  by  examining  how many  of  the  events  of  the  Old
Testament symbolize events to come during the Christian dispensation. Heb. 10:1a states, “For
the law, having a shadow of good things to come, and not the very image of the things.” We have
long studied and understood how many people, places, and events of Old Testament times were
likenesses of people, places, and events to come during the Christian dispensation. For example,
Moses was a likeness of Christ; David also symbolized Christ as king of God’s people; and the
tabernacle symbolized the church.

The Israelites  under the law of Moses lived in a physical,  earthly kingdom. Many of the
events in this physical kingdom were likenesses of spiritual events that were later to take place in
the spiritual kingdom of God. Today, Christians (spiritual Israel) live in that spiritual kingdom –
the  church.  This  symbolic  connection  between  the  physical  kingdom  of  old  Israel  and  the
spiritual  kingdom of  the  church  is  of  utmost  importance  in  understanding  Revelation.  This
concept  must  be  kept  clearly  in  mind  at  all  times.  We  offer  the  following  diagram  and
explanation as a means of understanding this concept.



0. T. Example
1.Physical Bondage
2.Crossing Red Sea
3.Mt. Sinai
4.Wilderness
5.Jerusalem

The book of Revelation deals with the spiritual kingdom of God (church), which is a likeness
of the Old Testament physical kingdom of Israel. Please follow the drawing above as you read
each of the comparisons below.

1.  The  Israelites  were  slaves  under  Egyptian  bondage.  Today,  mankind  is  in  the  spiritual  
bondage of sin. (Heb. 2.14-15, Rom. 8:1315). 

2. The Israelites  crossed the Red Sea to escape physical  bondage.  Today,  mankind crosses  
the Red Sea of the blood of Christ in order to escape spiritual bondage ( Rom. 6:1-4). (Ever 
wonder why the Red Sea was so named?)

3. The law of Moses was given on Mt. Sinai to govern the physical kingdom of Israel. The law 
of Christ was given on Mt. Zion (Micah 4:1-4) to govern the spiritual kingdom of the church 
(Heb. 12:22; Rev. 14:1; Micah 4:7).

4a.The Israelites wandered in the physical wilderness forty years awaiting their promised land 
called  Canaan.  Today,  the church is  wandering in the spiritual  wilderness of this  world  
awaiting its promised land called heaven (Rev. 12:6, 14)

4b.The Israelites  were nourished on physical  bread  from heaven called  manna.  Today,  the  
church is nourished on spiritual bread from heaven - Jesus and his Word (Jn. 6:31-35).

5. The Israelites crossed the Jordan River into their promised land. When Christ comes again,  
the church will cross over into its spiritual promised land of heaven.

6. The Israelites  were given an earthly,  physical  promised land.  The church will  inherit  a  
heavenly, spiritual promised land.

These parallels are especially useful when studying the following symbols in Revelation.

The drawing above will be used throughout this book in order to determine the meanings of 
certain symbols. It would be impossible to overstate the importance of this parallel drawing. It 
illustrates a pattern created by God and gives us a Biblical basis for determining the meanings of 
the great visions in Revelation. This  parallel comparison will be used almost like a mathematical
formula. As you will see, several of the visions fit perfectly into this pattern. That will enable us 
to determine exactly what is under discussion in these visions. Then, all we have to do is to keep 
the vision in the proper context of events determined by this pattern.

Today, many in the religious world search for ways to interpret Revelation by looking for 
codes or hidden meanings. There are no hidden codes. The way to interpret Revelation is by 
using the pattern designed by God. It is a pattern based on physical/spiritual comparisons. The 
nation of Israel was a physical nation, and the events recorded in the Old Testament are physical 
events. The church is a spiritual institution. As Christians today we live in a spiritual church. 
Those physical events in the Old Testament were patterns of spiritual events to come in this 
Christian age. The prophecies in the Old Testament were prophecies of events that would affect 

N. T. Parallel
Spiritual Bondage
Blood of Christ
Mt. Zion
Church in World
Church (Holy City)

Symbolism
Great Tribulation
First Resurrection
Lamb on Mt. Zion
1000 Year Reign
New Jerusalem



the nation of Israel prior to and including the first coming of Christ and the establishment of the 
church. The prophecies in Revelation deal with events that will affect the church all during the 
Christian age and into eternity. We can understand those prophecies by using the pattern 
established by God in the Old Testament. 

OUTLINE OF REVELATION

Chapter 1 Vision of Christ and His Relationship to the Church
Chapters 2&3 Letters to the 7 Churches
Chapters 4&5 Throne Scene
Chapters 6:1 - 8:5 Seven Seals
Chapters 8:6 - 11:19 Seven Trumpets
Chapter 12 Church in the Wilderness
Chapter 13 Beasts with 7 Heads
Chapter 14 Christians around Mt. Zion
Chapters 15 - 16 Seven Last Plagues
Chapters 18:1 - 19:5 Fall of Babylon
Chapter 19:6 - 19:16 Marriage Feast
Chapter 19:17 - 19:21 Destruction of Beast and False Prophet
Chapter 20:1 -20-10 The 1000 Year Reign
Chapters 20:11 - 21:1 Great White Throne Scene
Chapters 21:2 - 22:21 Symbolic Description of the Church

1James Burton Coffman. Commentary on Revelation (Austin, Tex.: Firm Foundation Publishing House, 1979).
2Ray Summers. Worth Is the Lamb (Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1951)
3William Hendriksen, More Than Conquerors (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1956).
4Coffman, p. 10.
5Ibid.
6Summers, p. 21.
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